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V9.0 Release Notes
Item #

New Features

AIPlugin 6.13

AIPlugin V6.13 is optimized for YPLM V9.0 and is compatible with Adobe Illustrator CC
(2019) 23-1 to CC (2021) 25.4.1.

YPLM-8634

Admin Folder: Admins can create multiple users with the included "Save & New" user
creation option.

PAPI-182

Application Configuration: New Bill of Labor APIs for creating, updating, and deleting
operations are included in the YuniquePLM Control Panel for customer use.

UIMOD-6834

YPLM-7913

Control Panel: The Control Panel's Dimension Types area has been updated to include a
new UI in accordance with YPLM-7913 functionality.
Control Panel: Users can create sub-groups within existing dimension types listed in Control
Panel > Dimension Type area, excluding Color & Size. This feature will assist those
customers who have an extensive list within their dimension values to refine, group and
pre-filter at the BOM setup.
The two fields, “Dimension Type” and “Dimension Item Group”, must be enabled within the
Style Header EAV configuration page which will pre-filter the dimensions available within
the dimension group when setting up their BOM.
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YPLM-8469

Costing Folder: Updated the Style Copy Costing Header fields to copy over the Ecom Units
and Ecom Margin column value.

YPLM-9074

Construction Details: When relinking construction details on the Style Construction Details
workflow, both EAV and OOTB fields from the CD template are reintroduced to the page.

YPLM-8584

General Application: Users can choose a new printout called Style Cover with Comments
Portrait available within the Style Header print preview.

YuniquePLM 9.0 Release Notes
Material Request: When pitching colors to a Material in the BOM workflow, users can now
configure fields from the Material Request submit grid. This includes both OOTB and EAV
fields added to the Material / Partner / Material submit grid level.
YPLM-8824

To enable these fields during configuration, select "Material Request Grid Fields'' from the
expander menu. This will behave similarly to existing functionality whereby users can
configure fields from different application areas (e.g., Ability to configure BOM with linked
fields from Material header.) This will be available for configuration on the Style workflow
within BOM and Colorways pages, where users can pitch material colors.
Partner Permissions: The first phase release of our Partner permissions project is here!
With the introduction of Partner permissions, srmOn users will ultimately transition to
access all of the current shared information from within YuniquePLM instead of a separate
application.
Note - srmOn will still be in use until this is fully rolled out to users.

YPLM-8788

Partner Permissions Phase 1 includes:
New for the YuniquePLM user
Create Global Partner User groups
Share styles
Share Tech packs
NEW Tech Pack Mass download
New for the Partner User
Log into Customers YPLM instance
View User profile
Partner Folder
Resource Folder
Partner user groups
View Shared Styles
Access Tech packs
NEW Tech Pack Mass download
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YPLM-9055

Profile: Enterprise Authentication users can update their YuniquePLM password details
within the User Profile area.

YPLM-8556

Sample Request: Within the Sample Request workflow page, the Photo tab now includes
the ability to hide the Photo description field via the new EAV configurability editor.

YPLM-8603

Sample Request: The Sample Request predefined reports area includes new AccuMark
Model reports.

YuniquePLM 9.0 Release Notes
YPLM-8786

Sample Request: Updated the Sample Request's Submit - AccuMark Model area from
allowing users to select duplicate models.

YPLM-7896

Style BOM: Users can now create a Parent & Child relationship within the Bill of Material
workflow. Any Child BOM created will be synchronized to its Parent’s dimensions like Color,
Size, etc. For example, if a color is added or removed from the Parent BOM, then it is also
updated on the Child BOM.
Style BOM: Users can now lock a BOM dimension depending on a Style’s status. When the
Style’s status is set, active dimensions become locked, and the user cannot remove, drop or
swap the dimension.
To enable:
In the Control Panel > Status, for each status created, new fields 1) Lock Dimension 2) Dim
not to lock, 3) Active Dim to lock will be displayed
This will determine if that particular status (when selected) will lock the dimension(s) of the
style.

YPLM-8174

Setting Definitions:
Lock BOM Dimension
Lock: Will initiate lock
Unlock: Will allow to unlock dimension. If unlock is selected, dimensions selected in DIM
not to lock and Active Dim to lock will play no role in lock logic. If unlock is selected from
the dropdown list for (Lock BOM dimension field), then DIM not to lock and Active Dim to
lock fields should be left null.
Note: The selected status will have no effect and the system will never lock any dimension.
DIM not to lock:
If Lock BOM dimension is set, this dimension will remain “unlocked.”
Active Dim to Lock:
If Lock BOM dimension is set, this dimension will be “locked.”

YPLM-8744

Style Care: The care instruction details are now translatable for the available reports within
the Care workflow.
Style Folder: We've created some new logic tied to the app setting
HeaderStatusManagement found within the Admin>Setting> Application>Style area.

YPLM-7904
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When enabled, the Style Header status will revert to In Progress when a Style and its related
data is modified. This functionality is similar to our existing Tech Pack change management
status updates, where icons change from red to green if certain style data is updated.
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Style Folder: The Style Header has a new feature that checks for empty fields when the
Style's status has been modified, such as from In Progress to Approved status.

YPLM-4818

When a user changes the status from the Style Header, the ‘Field Validation Rules’ will
check the Style’s data based on the implemented configuration within the Admin area. The
user will receive a warning if any required information is missing in the Style Header or
Style Feature (Style Detail tabs).
Users' can configure this feature within the Admin > Field Configurations > Field Validation
Rules. This functionality allows the user to implement configuration based on mandatory
fields within the Style Header based on Calendar Status, Style Type, Division, etc.
Style Folder, Material: Multi-level BOM functionality is now available in the Style and
Material workflows, providing an association between the Style and Material exists.

YPLM-7894

YPLM-8753
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Users can enable the StyleSyncWithMaterial setting found within the Admin>Setting>
Application>Style area. Once enabled and a Style is created, a corresponding Material is
also created in the Material Folder. This Material will be synced with the original source
Style and can be used as a component on any Style’s BOM.
Style Folder: Updated the Construction Details Template to ensure data contained within
EAV fields retain their values when added to a Style via the CD library from the Control
Panel.

YPLM-8806

Style Folder: Users can search by Dev No within the copy search grid when copying Style
workflow pages.

YPLM-8610

Sourcing Folder: Users can filter by style type when adding a style to the Sourcing Folder.
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Item #
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Defect List

YPLM-9028

Admin Folder: Corrected the email notification "From" field to include the user name.

YPLM-9092

Admin Folder: Corrected an issue within the Admin> View> MailHandler where the Style
Header EAV fields were not added to the email notification.

YPLM-8650

Line List: Corrected an error that resulted from sorting EAV fields on the Line List SKU Plan
page.

YPLM-8731

Style Folder: Corrected a text wrapping issue for Model location name when viewing Style
model details in Edit View

YPLM-8755

Style Folder: Corrected a sort order issue on the Design Detail Custom grid when copying
from one Style to another.

YPLM-8945

Style Folder: Updated the Construction Details page, which was not sorting CDs correctly.

YPLM-9005

Style Folder: Corrected the Style Design Detail printout to match the onscreen details.

YPLM-9106

Style Folder: Updated the SKU workflow to automatically synchronize data when related
BOM updates have been made.
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